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The paper deals with minimal lattice paths from the origin to a point (n, m) which do not 
cross both two given parallel lines I and II with an incline k (31). but touch the line I a 
specified number of times. We get the generating functions for the number of distinct minimal 
lattice paths satisfying these conditions. 
Consider minimal lattice paths on the non-negative quadran? of the integral 
square lattice in the two dimensional Eucleadian space. 
Let us denote by T+,(N/k, n, r, s) the number of minimal lattice paths from the 
origin to a point 
y = kx+s, where 
kal. 
If Nar+l, we 
(n, kn - N+ r) without crossing either line y = k(x - N/k) or 
n, N, s, r and k are non-negative integers, 0 <r 6 s +N and 
define 
Tk(;,n,r,s)=((k+yN+r), o=q-;-l] (1) 
for convenience. 
In the previous paper [l J, we got a generating function T,(N/k, x, r, s) for 
{ T,(Nlk, x, r, s), n 3 0) as follows: 
where 
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For a non-negative integer U, we de,note by ‘T(k”‘(N/k, n, r, s) the number of 
minimal lattice paths from the or@ to a point (n, kn -N+ r) crossing neither the 
line y = k(x -N//c) nor y = kx + s, but touching the line y = k(x -N/k) exactly u 
times. 
Ia the present paper, we give the generating function for {Tp)(N/k, n, r, s), 
nB0) 
T’k”‘(N/k, x, r, s) = f T~‘(N/k, n, r, s)x” (5) 
n=u+M 
where M=O for u=O and [(N-1)/k] for ~21. 
Defining 
Tk(O, n, r, s, z) = e Tp’(O, n, r, sb”, n >O, 
Z4=Cl 
T,(O, 5 0; s, z) = i Tk(O, n, r, s, z)x” 
n=O 
for 1 s I =Z s and s 2 k, we have the following: 
Theorem 1. For lards and sak, we have 
T,(O, x, r, s, z) = (pk(s--r, x) 
(PI‘(S) - =YJ, (s - k) ’ 
where q+(n, x) is defined by (3). 
Proof. For I s r s s, we have 
Tk(O,n,r-l,s-1), u=O and n>O, 
T’,“‘(O, n, r, s) = “+‘--” 
c T,(O,I-1,k-1,s-1)T’,“-‘~(O,n-Z,r,s), lquun. 
I=1 
‘I%-efore it follows that 
T,(O,n, r,s,~j=T~.(O, n,r-l,s-1) 





for n a 1. Herice we get 
r; c Tk(o, n, r-1, s-1)x” 
n-0 
+xzTk(O, x, r, s, z) c Tk(O, I, k - 1, s - 1)x’. 
I=0 
From (2), we finally reach 
Tk(Ot X, r, S, 2) = vk(s--r, xl .+x2+& (0, x, r, s, 2) qkb - k, X) 
Qkk x) (Pkh x) ’ 
which implies (6). 0 
Note tiat for r = 0, we can get similarly 




x) xz(pk(s _ k 
, 
x). 
Let us define for ~20, ZVz,l and l&r<s+N, 
where M -[(N- 1)/k) 
If ZV* r f 1, we put for convenience 
(7) 
‘l’korem 2. For lGrSs+N and N30, we have 
T*(;.&W)= 
Qk(S+N-r,X)(~(N,X)+X(l-Z)Qk(N-k-a,x)) 
Q&+N, X)-XZQ&+N--k, X) 
(8) 
Whets t&(n, x) is defined by (3) and &(lt, x) = 0 for n CO. 
bf, From Theorem 1, Theorem 2 is valid for N = 0. Let N a 1. Then we have 
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u-0 and ~130, 
Tf-“(O,n-I,r,s+N), 
ual and nau+M. 






for n 3 M + 1. Therefore it follows that 
Tk 
N \ ~W.S,Z,= 
Tk(O,n-&r,S+h!,Z)X” 
x” 
+ XZTk(o, Xi r, S + NZ) f -i-k (y , 1, k - 1, S)X’. 
I=M 
From (2), (4) and (61, we finally have obtained 
=(Pk(N-l,X)~kPk(S+N-r,x) 
‘PdS+N,X) 




<Pk(N-- 1,Jhd.4: +N-- k, x) 
(Pk(s+.M x) 
--%(N-k-1,x) 
= qk(S+N-r, X){cPr,(N- 1, .Y)-xZqk(N- k - 1, x)} 
(Pk(SfN,X)-XZ$k(S+N--k,X) ’ 
!!hx (Pk(N-1,X)=(Pk(N,X)+X(Pk(N-k-l,X), the theorem was proved. q 
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Note that for r = 0 
T,(NIkS x, 0, s, z) = xTk(N/k, q s s, 2). 
Cor~lbuy 1. (i) For s > k, 
T&(0, x, s, s, 2) = 
1 
(pk(s, x)-xWk(s - k, x) - 
(ii) For Na 1, 
x,s+N,s,z = > QAN-1,x)-xzcpk(N-k-_-,x) a(s+N,x)-xz<pk(s+N-k,x) * 
Cordlarg 2. Putting k = 1, we have 
(0 T,(N,x,s+N,s,z)= <pl(N,n)+x(l-r)c9,(N-2,~) Nao 
cpl(s+N,x)-xt~,(s-tN-1,x)’ ’ 
(ii) For lcr~s+N, 
TAN, x, r, s, 2) = 
<pr(s*N-r,x)C~l(N)+x(l-z)~p,(N-2,x)} 
cpJs+N, x)-xz<p,(s+N-1, x) - 
From Theorem 1 and 2, we get immediately a generating function 
T$“(N/k, x, r, s) for N, s zz 0, as follows: 
Theorem 3. (i) For lCrss, and s>k, 
Tk’(O, x, r, s) = x “a b - r, xk (s - k x)1 
kJk(S, .r+’ * 
(ii) For NSl, lSrGs+ZV, 
TiO’(f,x,r,s)= 
qk(N-l,x)q+.(s+N-r,x) 
~pkb+N, x) ’ 
Tej(z,x,r,s)= 
x“vr,(s+N-r,xXqk(s+N-k,x)}“-l 
MS + N, xY+l 
h,AN-l,xh(s+N--k,x) -cpk(N--k-l,x)cpk(s+~,x)], 
where (pk( n, x) is defined by (3). 
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